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Licensable Components  
and Their Features
Components are the smallest licensable part of DocuVieware, with each 
component consisting of a set of unique features. When you license a 
component, you license the component’s entire feature set, regardless of 
if you use a single feature or all of them.

Annotations

Support for all major annotation types (custom, rubber stamp, highlight, freehand, text, arrow, 
rectangle, ellipse, line, connected line, link, ruler, and polygon ruler annotations)

Multipage document support

Set permissions to view, draw, and edit annotations

Built-in widgets to offer text underline, highlight, and strikeout after a text selection

Built-in snap-in to add any type of supported annotation

Comments

Add a comment to any existing annotation, with threaded discussion support

Comments can be stored separately or as embedded document metadata

Set permissions to view and edit comments

Built-in snap-in for comments handling

Digital Signatures

Sign documents by typing and selecting a style (size, font, color); drawing a signature with your 
finger, mouse, or stylus; or importing an image of a signature

Add a certificate

Multiple signatures support

Timestamp support

Encryption support

Apply signatures so they’re non-editable

Built-in snap-in to add new digital or electronic signatures

Document Capture (TWAIN / WIA)

Acquisition via the dedicated scanning snap-in — no configuration required

Acquisition via the dialog window triggered by a dedicated toolbar button

Communicate with 32-bit and 64-bit TWAIN and WIA devices

All acquisition options are supported via the device driver user interface or using a dedicated 
JavaScript API
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Support for any transfer mode of the TWAIN specification, and automatic selection of the one 
producing the best user experience based on available system resources

Save scanned documents as PDF/A or TIFF images instantly

Works flawlessly with all Windows browsers

Preview scanned pages with intuitive zooming, rotating, and page reorganizing tools

Support for low bandwidth connections, including sophisticated fault-tolerance mechanisms

Support for unstable TWAIN drivers (based on more than 15 years of continuous device 
diagnostics)

Viewer

Display PDF and Office documents

Load documents from server side, client side, or distant URI using HTTP(S) or FTP(s)  
transfer mode

Zoom, rotate pages, or view

Marquee zoom support

Customizable toolbar

Area selection support

Fullscreen support

Page navigation with panning support

Pinch-to-zoom support

Select page view mode (single / multiple pages)

Reorder pages

Delete specific pages

Text selection with built-in widgets to remove and copy text

Printing support

Print to PDF

Print page-specific page range

Export document to PDF or TIFF

Custom snap-in support

Built-in snap-ins for thumbnails and bookmarks

Link navigation support

Form Viewing and Filling

Fill out forms programmatically or via the UI

API for creating or editing form fields

Flatten form fields

Image Documents

Leverage viewing and printing capabilities with raster image documents support
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Indexed Search

Built-in snap-in to handle text search and results

Whole word, case-sensitive, and any word support

Fuzzy search support

Define page search scope (current page or all pages)

Redaction

Edit the redaction area parameters (color, size)

Built-in snap-in for redaction

Add a title to a redaction mark

Add comments to redaction marks

Draw the redaction marks manually in the text

Add one or several redaction marks

Set permissions to view and edit redaction marks

Apply all redactions

Clear redactions if necessary

Automate redaction with regex

Use the search engine to find words or expressions to redact

Built-in snap-in to handle redaction marks
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